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Implicit in the title of this symposium is the assumption

that television's impact is mediated by the oognitive activities

underlying the television viewing experience itself. As

Collins and others have shown, children's understanding of

television, and so, presumably, its impact, depends .on the

children's level of cognitive development. But comprehension

of a TV program depends as well on attention to the program.

If the children do not look at the TV, they cannOt understand

the-visual 'content, and if they.do not li ten, then they

cannot comprehend the auditory content. Part .of the task of

understanding the impact of television on children, therefore,

is understanding thenature of children's attention to tele-

vision.

There are, however, other reasons for studying chi]dren's

TV viewing. Since they spend 20% to '30% of their waking lives

in front of TV sets, it is worth studying TV- viewing becruse

it is a very large part of what children do. The study

of attent]on to teleVision, we believe, can also lead to

T7eneral insights which go well beyond television and its

effects.

In the several studies I am.about to summarize, .we

observed children or adults watching TV in a pleasantly

furnished viewinF room equipped with a one-way mirror, as

shown in the first slide. As observer, looking through the

mirrbr, recorded visual attention by, depressing a switch

each time the child.looked at the TV screen, and by releasing

Iho switcfl e7T.ti time the child lookedaway, as shown in he

second slide. The times of onset and offset of visual
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attention to the TV were thus automatically stOred in a

computer for further analysis.

When children watch television, they dO not usually-.

stare at the TV SCreen for hours on end. Rather, they look

at the TV, look away, and look back throughOut the viewing

period. We have found that preschoolers look at and away

from the TV about 190 times an hour (Anderson Z: Levin, 1976;

Levin, 1976).

Logically, these fluctuations in visual attention can

result from environmental distractions, variations in the

content of the TV programs, and factors intrinsic to the

children themselves. My associates, Steve Levin, Linda

Alwitt, Betty Lorch and I have examined each of these factors.

I will briefly discuss the effects of distractions .and program

content, and then concentrate on some patterns of attention

intrinsic to the viewer.

Distractions

It is likely that many children watch TV in a distracting

environment. Toys, parents-, other Qhildren, street frnises,

may all compete for the child's attention. Sproull (1973)

reported, however, that.visual attention to Sesame Street

was unaffected by the presence of other children. In fact,

other viewing behaviors su?,h as laughing and imitation drama-

tically increased. We found toys, on the other.hand, to be

(ffective dist:2actors, as shown i the ne'xt slide. We

found that7 attention to Sesame Street droppod from 87% to

44% when the children had toys with Which tQ play,
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The TV Program

The content of the TV program also.influences attention.

We have examined the degree to which preschoolers' visual

attention is time-locked to variations in relatively simple

and concrete attributes .of TV programs. Observers rated

videotapes of LheTV programs in much the same way as they

rated children's visual. attention. When an attribute was

judged present, the observer depressed a switch and released

it when the attribute was judged absent. The attribute

occurrences were thus stored in the computer and.could be

directly related to visual attention. In two studies we

found that attention.was positively related to .women, women's

voices, children's voices, puppets.,,.animation, peculiar

voices,cuts, auditory changes, sound effects,- laughing, and

applause. Attention was depressed in the presence of

extended zoom and pan shots, still photographs and drawings,

filmed real animals such as llamas, monkeys,- and hears,

and in the presence of adult voices. Overwhelmingly

we L'und that, visual attention w,s most strongly related to

nuditory attributes,iargely because, of their eliciting effects.

Some visual attributes such as puppes and animation appeared

to be positively related to visual.attention only-by virtue

or their relationshipto sound attribute's such as peculiar .

voicer_7. it is, therefore, apparent that in future resenrch,

wo must carefully examine auditory attention to television.

General P'Atterne- of Visual Attention

Petterns of visual attention to television can he

considered without reference to specific variation's in
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.program content Or to specific environmental distractions.

Consider a-lo6k at the-TV that has been in progress for.some.

period of time. We would.like to calculate the conditional

probability that as the.look has .progressed through a given

interval of time that it will not end and, therefore, will

progress.through the next interval of time. A simple hypo-

thesis, illustrated in the next- slide (Figure 1), might

be that the look continues as long-as no external distractions

occur and nothing especially "boring" occurs on the TV

program. Since the boring or distracting thing cannot 'lcnow"

how longthe look has been in progress, this hypothesis

predicts that the cenditional probability of continuing to

look at the TV as a function of time-the look has been in

proFress, will he a flat function. Alternatively, a fatigue

notion suFgests that as a look becomes longer, the probabil-

ity of its continuing should decline. If, however, the children

have an inertial tendency such that they -can become. "loCked in"

to the TVI the conditional probability of continuing to look

should incrse. In our first analysis, we calculated. these

functions, over 3-second intervals, based- on the data of

sixty 3-, 4-, and 5-year-old children who viewed nearly

three hours of.-heLeroFeneous children's programs. Before I

show you the results, I would like to'point out tat almost

all the psychologists we haveasked in informal presentations

th University of Msr..ichusetts, Bell Laboratories, and

Educational Tesing Service, predicted that the function would

be either flat or declining. The actual function is .shown in

the next slide (Fiiur 2. It is Quite apparent that the
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probability-increases. We have labeled this unsuspected and

previously unreported. .phenomenon "attentional inertia."

In an analogous manner,..we calculated- the conditional

probability .of looking back at the TV as a function of time

sinde the end of the last look. Again, -the results, shown

in the next slide (Figure. 3), indicate the .operation of

attentional inertia. The children-were progressively less

likely tu look back at the TV the longer they,looked away.

Either the children tended to become "loCked in" to a-non-TV

viewing aCtivity, or the influence of the TV diminishes over

time, or both.

In order to dem6nstrate that the,,e inertia functions

are not averaging artifacts, we plotted the functions for

each child. We found that the inertia tendency characterized .

the data of each child. Four representative individual

functions are shown in the next slide (Figure 4).

We reanalyzed our data from an earlier stUdy (Anderson

Levin, 1976) in which children aged 12 months to 48 months

watched an early Sesame Street program. Again, the inertia

functions are present as shown in the next slide (Firwre 5).

The solid lines indicate the functions for the one7 and two-

year-olds,.and the dotted lines .indicate the functions for the

three- and four-yaar-olds. The lower attention of the one-

and twe-year-olds is indicated by a reduced tendency. to "lock

in" to the TV screen and a greater tendency to "lock in" to

their play. Nevertheless, the form of the function remains

in children s young as 12 months.

We were intrigued as to whether the inertia functions may

also characterize adult TV viewing. The next slide (Figure 6)
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shows the individual data for six college studenta who each

-.watched 4. 1/2 hours of self selected prime time television.

The students Were encouraged to read, knit, do homework Or

watch TV, as they saw fit. We had no trouble getting subjects.

Again the inddvidual data indicatethe operatiOn of attentional

inertia in each of the adults. This phc,nomenon, therefore,

appears to hold for individual subjects ranging in age from

one to twenty-three years (Anderson, Levin, &.Sanders, unpub-

lished.).

Although attentional inertia characterizes a wide age

range, we dc not yet know if it can be generalized beyond

the TV viewing situation, or if it characterizes other

intrinsically motivated behaviors. .Intuitively, however,. we

find that the necessity of our ugettinga good start" in

writing a paper, or our tendency to become absorbed in a

book only after -reading- for a while, or even our becoming

"..tost.in thought" while looking at a campfire, may be

manifestations of a similar-and general phenomenon..

In sum, we find that visual attention to television is

indeed influenced by the distracting environment, by the

vicissitudes of t!le TV prOgram and by the .viewer's.own

patterns of attendinF. It should be apparent, however, that-

our findinFs of attentional'inertia and the importance .of

-audition in controlling visual attention would not have been

made in the context of current laboratory approaches to the

study of attention. Television provides a dynamic, meaning-

ful stimulus quite unlike the static stimuli, presented

trial by trhal, characteristic of most research on attention
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and cognition.. A similar point of view has recently been

stated by Ulric Neisser (1976) in his critique of cognitive

research: Neisser deplored the proliferation of laboratory

research paradigms "Tacking in ecological validity, indiffer-

ent'to culture, even missing softie of the main features of

perception and.memory as they occur in ordinary life.., it

will be necessary to pay more attention to the details of

the real world in which perceivers and thinkers live....

We may have been lavishing too much effort on hypotheticagL

models of the mind and not enough on analyzing the environment

the mind has been shaped to meet" (pp. 7-8). Increasingly,

our children'sminds meet television: we Watch children

watgh television, th.'refore, not simply from a desire to

Understand television'seffects, as important aS they may be,

but also from a conviction that systematic study of this

and other real life zictivities can lead-to new and genernl

insiFhts into development.
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Figure 1. Three simple models of looking at television.
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Figure 6. Individual conditional probability functions for
six collec7e students.
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